**BID SUMMARY**

**2018 Sidewalk Reconstruction & Heatherdown Drive Sidewalk Improvements**  
Project No. 2018-002  
Planning & Development Department  
Thursday, May 17, 2018  
3:00 PM

**COMPANY** | **INFORMAL TOTAL OF BID ITEMS (Lines 1-100)** | **ADJUSTED TOTAL OF BID ITEMS (Lines 1-100)** | **DIFFERENCE**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Newcomer Concrete Services | $788,663.66 | $788,663.66 | $0.00
Columbus Asphalt Paving | $797,283.80 | $797,283.80 | $0.00
Strawser Paving Company | $831,000.40 | $831,000.40 | $0.00
Decker Constriction Company | $853,602.68 | $853,602.68 | $0.00
Axis Civil Construction | $910,155.20 | $910,155.20 | $0.00
Double Z Construction | $785,772.20 | $3,056,021,830.60 | $3,055,236,058.40

**Explanation:** The informal total of bid items listed above represents the bidder's total amount for the project. The adjusted total of bid items amount represents the corrected total that was necessary to correct any bidder's mathematical errors.

Note: Multiple arithmetic errors were found in Double Z Construction's bid; related to the incorrect extension of the unit price for labor and the unit price for material. Following the corrected extension of the quantities of work, unit price for labor and unit price for material, Double Z's bid increased to an adjusted bid total of $3,056,021,830.60.